
HOW TO SUBMIT A JOB TO THE ICSMB CLUSTER

ICSMB

Imagine that you have a program called average.c which calculates the average of the
numbers contained in an input file called input.dat. When you run this program on your
computer, an output file called output.dat is generated, where the result is written. How
can you run this program on the cluster?
First, you log in by typing

dtp-42:einstein phys007$ ssh ae-csmb@roc.csd.abdn.ac.uk

Then, you write a shell script where you specify the program that you want to run, such
as (see file example.sh):

#!/bin/bash
#$ -cwd
#$ -j y
#$ -S /bin/bash
#$ -N example 0 albert
#$ -M a.einstein@abdn.ac.uk
#$ -q long-term.q

/home/ae-csmb/EXAMPLE/average

The most important lines in this shell script are the last one, where you write the command
to run the program, specifying the path of where the program is, and the penultimate line,
where you specify the queue to which you submit your job. The line #$ -N example 0 albert
means that when you check the status of your job on the queue by typing qstat, it will
show up as example 0 albert. One line below you specify your email address so that you
can get an error message if something goes wrong. You then submit the job by typing

[ae-csmb@roc∼]$ qsub example.sh

Now imagine that you want to apply the same program to 10 different input files. To do
this, you can submit an array of tasks by typing:
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[ae-csmb@roc∼]$ qsub -t 1-10:1 example.sh

Thereby, you submit one job consisting of 10 tasks, with each task getting an identity
number from 1 to 10 in steps of 1. If your input files are called input 1.dat, input 2.dat,
..., input 10.dat, then you have to slightly modify your program to open them using the
task identity. You do that by including the following variable in your program:

int task id=atoi(getenv(”SGE TASK ID”));

and then, you open the files by:

sprintf(name file,”input %d.dat”,task id);
f p=fopen(name file,”r”);
...

The jobs are then distributed to different nodes of the cluster, according to the queue to
which you submit. However, notice that if your program is writing in the output file very
frequently, then all nodes will try to write the output on the head node of the cluster
simultaneously, which can cause the program to take very long, also because of the time
needed for the individual nodes to communicate with the head node. To solve this prob-
lem, you can create temporary directories in each of the cluster nodes, where the output
files will be written (see file create dir.c). You then have to specify this path in your
program in the command for writing the output. Here is an example of how to do that
(see average manyinputs.c):

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <string.h>

main(int argc, char *argv[])
{

int N,i;
double *x,dummy,average;
char name file[50];
int task id=atoi(getenv(”SGE TASK ID”));
FILE *f p;

N=0;
sprintf(name file,”input %d.dat”,task id);
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f p=fopen(name file,”r”);
while(!feof(f p))
{

fscanf(f p,”%le\n”,&dummy);
N++;

}
fclose(f p);

x=(double *)malloc(sizeof(double)*N);
f p=fopen(name file,”r”);
for(i=0;i<N;i++)
{

fscanf(f p,”%le\n”,&x[i]);
average=average+x[i];

}
average=average/(1.*N);
fclose(f p);

sprintf(name file,”/tmp/example/output %d.dat”,task id);
f p=fopen(name file,”w”);
fprintf(f p,”%le”,average);
fclose(f p);

free(x);

return 0;
}

When finally your jobs have been executed, you have to collect the output data from
these temporary files and save them in the head node (see file data collect.c). Then it is
also recommended to delete the data from the single nodes (see file data rm.c).

NB: All the example codes are in the file example codes.tar.gz that you can download
from the ICSMB Cluster website.


